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The idea that preaching should be addressed to the self-perceived “needs”
of the congregation is now well ingrained in the larger evangelical culture.
The argument behind this is almost always missiological — just preach to
the needs people already feel and then you can point them to a deep need
and God’s provision of the Gospel.

There are several basic flaws with this approach. In the first place, our
“needs” are hopelessly confused — even hidden from us. As a matter of
fact, the knowledge of our deepest needs is a secret even to ourselves until

we receive that knowledge by the work of the Holy Spirit and the gift of Scripture. This is God’s mercy — that we should
come to discover our most basic need.

Second, our perceived or felt needs almost always turn out to be something other than needs – at least in any serious
sense. We have wants and desires and concerns, but most of these are not genuine needs that lead to desperation — the
kind of needs that remind us constantly that we lack all self-sufficiency. To the contrary, most of us feel quite self-
sufficient. Thus, the needs we feel are the “needs” characteristic of apathetic affluence, romantic aspirations, and spiritual
emptiness.

Third, preachers who believe they can move the attention of individuals from their “felt” needs to their need for the
Gospel will find, inevitably, that the distance between the individual and the Gospel has not been reduced by attention to
lesser needs. The sinner’s need for Christ is a need unlike all other needs — and the satisfaction of having other needs
stroked and affirmed is often a hindrance to the sinner’s understanding of the Gospel.

William H. Willimon, bishop of the North Alabama Conference of the United Methodist Church, spoke to the futility
of felt needs preaching in a recent interview in Leadership [interview not available online]. His words are worth notice:

Jesus doesn’t meet our needs; he rearranges them. He cares very little about most things that I assume are my needs,
and he gives me needs I would’ve never had if I hadn’t met Jesus. He reorders them.

I used to ask seminarians, “Why are you in seminary?” They’d say, “I like meeting people’s needs.” And I’d say,
“Whoa. Really? If you try that with the people I know, they’ll eat you alive.”

Now, if you’re a pastor in Honduras, it might be okay to define your ministry as meeting needs, because more people
in Honduras have interesting biblical needs – food, clothing, housing. But most people in the churches I know get those
needs met without prayer. So they’ve moved on to “needs” like orgasm, a satisfying career, an enjoyable love life, a
positive outlook on life, and stuff the Bible has absolutely no interest in.

Those are strong words — and words we all need to hear.
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